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A Trucking Business Recipe to 

Financial Freedom 
Life can take you places only if you believe in it.  

 
 

I never thought I would start a Box Truck Business, yet           

here I am sharing my experience and guiding you on the           

right path to become successful in a trucking business.  
 

My fiance Nicolas and I were running an ordinary life,          

and of course, with our babies growing up, expenses are          
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always a demand we cannot meet. While I was a home           

mommy and Nicolas worked as an engineer repairing        

ATMs, we were hustling to make a living. At a point,           

when this became so monotonous, I started working in         

the Sheriff's office in February 2019. I wasn’t        

comfortable with the job because I lost touch with my          

kids, and the constant insecurity of being away from         

them resulted in my resignation.  

 

But from then, I brainstormed and discussed investing        

our savings into something that we were planning to start          

some business. Nicolas and I planned evenings to think         

about what is the best way to start something on our           

own. We decided that starting a Box Truck Business in          

Atlanta, Georgia would benefit us both in a lot of ways.           

This was not an impulsive decision; we were confident         

in investing our major savings in it and were ready to           

start from scratch. We researched and observed people        

working in this niche, and it has influenced our decisions          
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incredibly. You have to be pretty sure about what you          

are willing to choose in this industry.  

 

We both decided to become cleaning franchise owners &         

box truck owners. The plan was to run the Cleaning          

Franchise business first as it made more sense to us          

financially. Even though we weren’t officially ready to        

start our box truck business in 2019, we came up with a            

great business name - ‘Reliable Solutions Transportation       

LLC’ and immediately applied for our State of        

Secretary license, and an EIN; relax, you will get to          

know everything in when you finish reading this whole         

eBook. In June 2020, we completed all necessary steps         

& officially got our FIRST TRUCK amid a global         

pandemic. It was a huge success for us. 

 

‘Seems like it was yesterday when we landed on our first           

contract with Mattress firm.’  
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We are, however, planning to expand our business by         

2022 and make twice more than our 6 figures income in           

the forthcoming months.  

 

While you are getting excited to read more, let us inform           

you that this eBook is everything and anything you         

would like to know as a beginner looking to invest in a            

box truck business. We hope you all enjoy ‘The Recipe          

to Financial Freedom’ and embrace a journey of living         

an independent life. We can’t be more grateful for being          

a trucker! Love our job! 
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What Is a Box Truck Business?  

A box truck business is a business venture that can be           

used for different purposes: food trucks, delivery trucks,        

or anything that comes to your mind. The main purpose          

of the cubed storage truck is to move from one place to            

another and provide services and deliver goods. It is an          

ideal business for stacking and moving packages neatly        

for a safe haul.  

 

It depends on you, what you are willing to work as, and            

how will you use your truck as. Put your ideas and           

innovation and get started. We generally use our box         

truck as a medium to transport goods from one place to           

another.  
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Is There Any Long-Term Scope in This       

Business?  

For a quick statistic check, we have got you some          

mind-blowing facts to consider: 

 

1. In the upcoming decade, there will be a 27% growth           

in the trucking business in America.  

2. Around 70% of freight is transported through trucks;         

thus huge survival and growth stance.  

3. Companies with small businesses are doing incredible        

in this field.  

4. Despite the competitiveness in the industry, the        

chances of making a career and handsome early profits         

are possible, if you decide to take an active interest and           

understand the trade.  
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Am I a Great Fit?  

Well, who knows? When we started, we did not imagine          

such great potential in this business and have been         

soaring high profits, but as we get to know it more, we            

mastered it.  

 

To start any business, you must know that three things          

are very important to run it. 

● Having genuine knowledge of that business  

● Risks and 

● Benefits  

Financial Consciousness  

You must know that your expertise comes after your         

awareness about where you are going to invest your         

money and the resources. In the trucking business, your         

strengths and weaknesses do count. Check on yourself,        

rate yourself in different categories, prepare for what you         
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aren’t good at, and enhance your skill set. There is a lot            

of homework that will be needed before entering the         

business.  

 

Once you are done with a self-check, you can also ask           

for some suggestions or feedback from people in the         

industry or professionals with great knowledge of the        

trucking business.  

 

It will give you a closer look at the pros and cons. Also,             

widen your perspective that will eventually help you in         

making critical decisions in the job. 

 

Tip : We used to note everything and track our         

assessment weekly. It will help you fulfill the unique         

requirement of the industry and also match your        

capabilities with the industry’s increasing demands.  
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Remember, your time and efforts are worth every penny,         

choose a decision wisely. From the financial aspect to all          

the challenges, introspect each point.  

 

Now, we know you have made up your mind and          

decided to thrive, let's begin discussing things from        

leasing, regulations, insurance, vehicle management, and      

maintenance along with other important formalities      

required to start a Box Trucking Business.  

 

Let's Get Started! 

 

Starting from choosing a name to deciding all the         

financial set-up, it is important to understand how a Box          

Trucking Business works.  
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Choose a Name 

Having a name is not only important but also a          

time-consuming task. It usually takes time for you to         

decide what name is good for your business, is it          

relatable or professional? If it is too casual to own one,           

or does it match another business niche. Too many         

questions? Let’s follow this mini guide to choose a         

suitable name for your business. We advise you to take          

this seriously and avoid names that are difficult to         

pronounce.  

Innovative Ideas and Inspiration 

Not long ago, I was searching through the internet and          

learned that a creative name for your business can do a           

lot with branding. Well, I do believe it is true. With our            

business name - Reliable Solutions Transportation LLC,       

we wanted to convey what we feel and who we are.  
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You can discuss the naming ceremony with your family,         

friends, and mentors and decide upon some latest fancy         

names - whatever you feel is in the trend and will match            

your business phenomenally. Surf through the internet or        

generate ideas, this initial activity will be one of the best           

memories in your life. 

What Is Your Purpose? 

When we decided to name our business Reliable        

Solutions Transportation LLC, we wanted to generate       

trust amongst our customers. The word Reliable seemed        

very involving and important to us.  

 

Every time we thought of doing our truck business, we          

kept money above service with a simple motive - to          

serve people and gain their trust. Thankfully, we are         

doing it now, and the feeling is tremendous. The same          

goes for you. Find the vibe behind your work and name           

it, it will resonate in your business.  
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The Importance of a Business     

Structure  

Having a corporate designation is crucial for your        

business, such as corp., LLC or Inc. It decides the          

business structure and gives it an identity. It eliminates         

doubts, and your costumes get to know the type of          

business you are involved in. It clears all things that          

might hold someone back from opting for your        

services/products. 

Consider Your State Laws  

It is extremely important to go through your state’s laws          

that comply with starting a truck business company.        

Check with the database and choose a name that does not           

match with other companies’ names. Every state has        

different laws, but you must confirm with your state. Do          

your research part and do not buy a name that already           

exists. 
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Choose a Different/Unique Name  

Look, if you are starting now, you must know that some           

of the most common names are already taken. So, stop          

wasting your time on them. We were lucky that reliable          

was still a name on the list, and we were happy to have it              

as ours. The same goes with your business, find a unique           

name, but it will be great if it can justify your thought or             

purpose of initiating the business.  

The Creativity - LOGO 

We are in the 21st century, and you should have a logo            

for your business. It should have a voice representing         

your business. Take help from a creative artist and work          

on your logo. Having a logo in identity is also useful in            

doing all the paperwork. It just makes things more         

visible, and your truck too! What an amazing feeling it is           

to see your logo on the truck. Does it send you some            

chills? It surely amazes us.  
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Various Other Names or Types  

Apart from having a unique name, you can also look for           

names based on family, location, freight, or the most         

common things used in the business. It will be easier for           

you to decide and save some valuable time and catch the           

attention of your admirers!  

 

Just avoid some common mistakes, and you are sorted.         

Once you are done with all of this, you are ready to            

move to the next step.  

Do You Have a Plan?  

Ask yourself, do I have a plan to start my Box Truck            

Business or for instance any business? Look, I and         

Nicolas sat hours and weeks straight to brainstorm and         

freeze our plan ideas and outcomes. It was not easy          

initially, but eventually, we got a hold of it. We decided           

on prices, moving products, vehicle selection, and       
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studied our competitors very well. We did go to the          

depth to understand everything. We analyzed and noted        

minute details and included them in our research plan.         

Also, we just had a plan A and all we wished was it to              

work.  

Calculations Are Priority 
 
Yes, having a budget includes start-up cost, insurances,        

staff, advertising, repair, cover-up cost, and so many        

other things. It also includes available fundings, balance        

sheets along the backup resort. Detailed analysis and        

budget discussion are critically important especially      

when you are working with a partner. People forget this          

part but you have to do it first. Budgeting is perhaps my            

most favorite part.  

Apply for a Loan  

If you need a business loan, stop looking for it and get            

done with it. You should apply for a commercial loan          
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because your business demands so. Take help from a         

local bank and fix on financial footings. Sit with the          

professionals and discuss everything properly. Ask your       

doubts because I have often seen that people don’t         

discuss them with their respective financial advisors, but        

I request you to ask them out.  

 

While you approach your loan officer with your plan, he          

or she will suggest some relevant business loans        

according to your finances, loan amount, and other        

important subjects. Please ensure that your loan trials are         

smooth and fair and applications get approved at the         

earliest. Keep your papers stacked and handy and submit         

them to the respective department.  
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Do I Need Insurance?  

You may not require insurance, but your vehicle does.         

Insurance is not a luxury for you and your business, but           

it is more important for everyone. Be it any truck          

business, you have to go for insurance that assures your          

physical and medical expenses. Damages and accidents       

are unpredictable, having a practical outlook on it will         

help you manage things efficiently and save a lot for          

your business.  

Investments and Insurance Liability  

Once your loan application is approved, you are open to          

seeking investments from a local business to cover the         

gap between the loan and some initial expenses. It is          

always great to cover the gap as early as possible instead           

of keeping it delayed. There are so many insurance         

companies available to offer loans to truck companies.  
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The truck liability insurance covers all the medical and         

legal costs in the cases of accidents, while the general          

liability insurance is vital for box truck businesses. The         

reason is that it protects the company from financial         

damages because of renter negligence. We tell you it is          

way more important to cover and safeguard your box         

truck fleet and take precautions for the future. So, choose          

cautiously.  

Your Business Setup and How Far      

Can Your Cover? 

We are based out of Atlanta, and we know that if your            

route includes other states, then please be clear on the          

rules and regulations of every state. If you are just          

moving in your state, everything will be less controlled         

and restricted, but if you plan to move from one state to            

another, you will be needing an MC Number . These are          

some crucial information that you must know as they         

help overcome difficulties at work. Remember that there        
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will be less requirement for hauling in your state but          

could vary in different states.  

Hiring Staff and Accounting  

Whenever you run a business, hiring staff and managing         

accounts are two critical parts that you have to think          

about right after setting up your business. Staff depends         

on your work and how many trucks you own. If you are            

good at managing accounts, then it might not trouble you          

much. You can avoid someone for this job as long as you            

don’t plan to expand.  

 

Now, your vehicle can break down anywhere and        

anytime, and it is good if you have someone on your dial            

pad. He/she will help you assist in your work. You          

should look for a contractual mechanic for regular        

servicing of your vehicle. From reviewing truck       

inventories, discussing rental questions, and of course       
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handling reservations, you may need someone to plan        

and organize these things.  

 

Eventually, you will learn to manage everything and        

things will fall in their place. All you have to do is learn             

from everything and observe keenly.  

Driving - Should I Drive or Hire a        

Driver?  

It is completely up to you. Do you want to drive on your             

own or want to hire employees for the same? Initially,          

we planned to drive on our own to avoid over cost           

expenditure because the salary is a big issue and if you           

know driving, you can keep away from it at least for           

some initial months. You can read about licensing and         

what it requires in the process to learn about it. It           

requires some genuine work, and to be a good truck          

driver, driving skills are just a part of it. You should           

know every aspect of it and address it better.  
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Hiring employees can also be an advantage to you, while          

you send someone on the haul, and you can manage          

everything at the end. Operations apart from driving are         

also salient for the growth of your business. So, do not           

just focus on driving but also concentrate on how to          

expand your business.  

 

Always look for quality drivers. Hiring drivers who are         

well organized and disciplined are a bonus to your         

business. Take a proper interview and check their skill         

set. Once you are confident that they can handle         

everything, then you must not have a second thought         

about it. Trust me when I say; every penny is worth           

paying to them.  

 

Contractual drivers are a great option. You can read         

more about the terms of hiring contractual drivers and         

the key points included in it. Moving on, we have          

another important point to discuss.  
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Do I Have to Advertise My Box Truck? 

Yes, you can easily do that rather you must. There is a            

highly competitive market waiting for you to thrive in it          

and all you have to do is make a name of yourself in it. It               

helps you earn a side income, and it never stops. For           

instance, if you sign a contract with a company to          

advertise their business, you also earn passive earnings        

that can further help you pay out your loans and rents.           

Though, it isn’t a big income but a recurring one for           

sure.  

 

Though it also has some cons to address, and you should           

have a look at them: 

 

1. There are some specific guidelines you have to follow          

strictly especially if you have a moving truck.  

2. There can be several restrictions from other states, so          

watch out carefully.  
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3. It is an easy money making source but also risky to            

opt  

 

Well, now some important checks on some frequently        

asked questions in Trucking Business especially      

important to read if you are a beginner or someone new           

to this field. 
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What Is an EIN Number and USDOT       

Number?  

EIN Number 
 
It is a Tax Identification Number for your business,         

and it is required for Corporations and LLC, so it is also            

required for you. You can view any relevant website in          

your state and apply for the same for free and hire some            

professionals to file for it. Avoid mistakes and get it          

soon.  

USDOT Number  

The USDOT Number serves as an identifier when        

collecting or monitoring a company’s safety information.       

It is a federal and intrastate number that has the          

following conditions to adhere to: 

 

1. If your vehicle is over 10,000 lbs 
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2. If your vehicle is good for compensation  

3. If your transport 9 - 15 passenger that also includes           

the driver for compensation 

4. If you haul chemicals or hazardous materials in         

interstate commerce  

 

If you are involved in Interstate Commerce in the USA: 

 

1. Between a place in a state and outside of such a state  

2. Between two places - One in the USA and another           

outside the USA  

3. Between two different places in a state  

Do I Need the USDOT Number?  

You must be registered with the FMCSA if your         

company operates as a commercial vehicle transporting       

passengers and even if as a hauling cargo in interstate          

commerce. It also applies to the commercial intrastate        

hazardous materials carriers. So, yes, you need it. Also,         

the day your DOT number gets immediately active, you         
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can run intrastate, but you have to wait until the FMCSA           

activates your MC number to run interstate.  

Everything About DOT Safety Audits!  

As an interstate carrier, you must have a DOT safety          

audit immediately within the first few months of        

activation. It generally includes initial 3-12 months. You        

will be notified via mail from the authorities about the          

upcoming audit. It will include all the instructions that         

will ask you to call the FMCSA to verify company          

information and other relevant details.  

 

As you get done with all of these questions and queries,           

they will again mail you another letter with a list of           

things you need to upload. You have to upload them to           

pass the safety audit. There won’t be any physical onsite          

inspection if you have submitted the uploaded       

documents and requirements on time. So, relax and just         

follow what you are asked to do.  
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What Is an MC Number?  

We have already discussed it above, but for your         

revision, it is the federal or interstate Motor Carrier         

Number . It is issued from the FMCSA, and all carriers          

that cross state lines are required to have one. You          

simply can’t avoid it. But there is an exception: if you           

are a private property carrier. It isn’t a compulsion.  

Difference Between Inter- and    

Intra-State Commerce  

Transportation that requires the crossing of a state        

country is called interstate commerce whereas the       

transportation that is happening within a single state is         

called intrastate commerce.  
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What is GVW?  

It is the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating, and it states the           

maximum total weight of the truck or the trailer         

combination. P.S. Fully Loaded.  

UCR Program and its relevance 

The UCR or the Unified Registration Program is a         

federally mandated state tax on interstate freight. It is         

collected annually in January. The state fee is specified         

and the number of trucks you drive. You can check them           

out according to the number of total trucks and that’s          

important.  
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Medical Card and Medical Fitness for      

Duty  

Please try to understand that your health and life are first           

and above anything. As a commercial motor vehicle        

driver, you have to understand that the most important         

safety measure you can ever take is to safeguard and          

protect yourself. The moment you are on the roads and          

driving, you take your responsibility to turn back home         

safely. You must take the physical examination and        

confirm your medical certificate. It proves that you are         

healthy and prepared to perform your job confidently.  

 

What Is the DOT Safety Audit? 

If you are an interstate carrier, (intrastate carriers are not          

enrolled in the new entrant program) you will be         

required to have a DOT Safety Audit within the first          

3-12 months of activation. You will be notified of an          
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upcoming audit by mail. The letter will instruct you to          

call the FMCSA to verify company information. After        

you have answered their questions, they will then mail         

you another letter with a list of things you need to upload            

to them to pass the safety audit. They will not do a            

physical onsite inspection if you upload the documents        

they request.  

 

Here is the list of the documents required from their side,           

have a glimpse at them and confirm: 

 

1. Driver List - Name, birth date, date of hire, DL           

number, and license state  

2. Vehicle list - Unit numbers, VINs, and plate numbers          

for tractors and trailers  

3. Medical Card  

4. Insurance Proof  

5. MVR: It includes a 3-year driving record from state          

DMV - for a single driver  

6. Copy of CDL  
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7. Drivers record of duty of 30 days (consecutively). It is           

documentation that includes fuel receipts and ELD       

reports with log books  

8. AVI - Annual Vehicle Inspection from a        

DOT-certified shop  

 

Note: Please go through the documents properly and do         

not rush. Have a complete check on them and double          

tick once you are completed with each document. When         

you will apply for the same, you will get to know more            

in detail. 

 

We have been through the same and have closely         

inspected everything. It takes a lot of time, but it is all            

one time. You have to be alert and attentive while going           

through these formalities.  
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Takeaway 

Well, to create a happy truck recipe, you have to be           

prepared for challenges and good things to come on         

board. There will be times when you will feel messed up,           

but this business has a lot to offer you more. So, enjoy            

this experience and taste the adventures that come along.         

Box Truck is a beautiful business, and more than that, it           

teaches you some incredible life lessons.  
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My fiance Nicolas and I are grateful to start afresh, and           

we are all set to expand our business to new heights.           

This journey of starting a Box Truck Business is not only           

profitable and highly valuable to our family but also         

peaceful. We enjoy our life and often spend time with          

our children. We are thankful that this happened to us,          

and now we are both happy financially and mentally.  

 

I hope this eBook is a blend of honest and true           

experiences and includes the most important factors of        

starting a Box Truck Business. The recipe for financial         

freedom starts today and another main highlight of the         

Trucking Industry is that business is a long-term asset         

for you and for families to come.  

 

Do not step back thinking you can’t instead read more,          

learn from real-life experience, and make your truck        

business a huge company.  

 

We are dreaming of it and ready to conquer ... 
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